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A STUDY OF THE VARIABILITY OF LD 345
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LD 345 (GSC 3530-2757) is loated at 18h31m13:s83, +46Æ58034:007 (J2000). LennartDahlmark disovered variability during a photographi variable star searh (Dahlmark,2000a). In the disovery report LD 345 is listed as an elipsing binary type variable of noknown period. Brian Ski� of the Lowell Observatory generated interest in this star whenhe noti�ed several AAVSO members of its unusual behavior. Dahlmark reported the starhad appeared to enter a deep deline lasting at least two years. The long duration of thedeline aused speulation as to the possibility that LD 345 may be an elipsing binarywith a very long period or belong to a more exoti lass of variables suh as the R CoronaeBorealis or symbioti stars.In this paper we present the results of our investigation of the lassi�ation of LD 345.As part of our study Henden performed high preision photometry in order to determinethe olor indies and magnitudes of the variable and suitable omparison and hek stars.We also onduted a photographi plate survey of LD 345 using the plate olletionsloated at the Asiago Astrophysial Observatory, the Harvard College Observatory, theSonneberg Observatory, and the Sternberg State Astronomial Institute (SAI) of theMosow State University. In addition to these arhival plate olletions, the photographiobservations of Dahlmark were used.Dahlmark indiated 18 exposures were taken between 1967 and 1982, and another 48were taken between 1995 and May 2000. On all but three plates the star remains onstantat mv = 11:4, mpg = 13:1, where mv are photovisual (yellow) magnitudes and mpg arephotographi (blue) magnitudes. On the three plates, exposed in July 1972, July 1973and June 1974, the star had faded more than three magnitudes to mv < 14:7.Guilbault and Hager visited the Harvard College Observatory and examined approxi-mately 200 patrol plates from the RH and Damon series for evidene of variability. Thoseplates enompassed the years 1928 to 1952, a single plate from 1962, and 1975 to 1989.
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At the Sternberg State Astronomial Institute Kurohkin measured LD 345 on 172 platestaken with the 40-m astrograph of the SAI Crimean station. He examined four platesfrom 1905 to 1908, one eah from 1940 and 1942, and the remainder from 1978 to 1995.No additional minima were found nor ould we on�rm Dahlmark's observations at min-imum sine no exposures of the �eld were taken at Harvard or Mosow during the years1972 to 1974.Dahlmark indiated to Guilbault that the Asiago Astrophysial Observatory had takenphotographi plates during the years in question (Dahlmark, 2000b). As a result, Morowas ontated at Asiago and she measured the brightness of LD 345 on 6 Shmidt platestaken between 1967 and 1970, and 10 plates from 1974 to 1976. Comparison star magni-tudes were determined using the GSC{ACT (Gray, 1999) and the USNO{A2.0 atalogue(Monet et al., 1998). Subsequently, additional observations were made using the Son-neberg plate olletion. Splittgerber and Kroll examined 111 photovisual plates of theSonneberg Sky Patrol taken from 1970 to 1977. The star appears faint at maximumbut just above the plate limit of mv = 13:0. Between Deember 1971 and September1974, however, the star is not visible on the plates. Photographi observations near or atminimum appear along with those of Dahlmark in Table 1.Table 1. Photographi Observations of Minimum of LD345Julian date Date Magnitude Type Observer2440750 1970-06-12 13:3 mpg Moro2440773 1970-07-05 13:1 mpg Dahlmark2441153 1971-07-21 13:1 mpg Dahlmark2441248 1972-03-15 11:8 mv Kroll/Splittgerber2441391 1972-03-15 < 12:7 mv Kroll/Splittgerber2441394 1972-03-18 < 12:9 mv Kroll/Splittgerber2441512 1972-07-14 < 14:7 mv Dahlmark2441892 1973-07-29 < 14:7 mv Dahlmark2442220 1974-06-22 < 14:7 mv Dahlmark2442246 1974-07-16 16:8 mpg Moro2442248 1974-07-19 16:8 mpg Moro2442305 1974-09-14 15:6 mpg Moro2442307 1974-09-16 15:6 mpg Moro2442360 1974-11-08 14:7 mpg Moro2442551 1975-05-18 13:3 mpg Moro2442599 1975-07-06 13:1 mpg DahlmarkThese observations on�rm both the ourrene and the depth of the deline as reportedby Dahlmark and allow onstraints to be applied so that the duration of the minimum andthe desending and asending branhes of the light urve an be reasonably determined.The duration of the minimum is � 1000{1200 days. The reovery from the observedminimum of 16:8 mpg ours within � 150{200 days. Assuming a symmetrial light urvewith a at bottom and minimum at � 16:8mpg, onstant light lasts � 700{800 days.Henden used the USNO Flagsta� Station 1.0-m telesope and a SITe/Tektronix 1024�1024 CCD to observe LD345 in standard Johnson-Cousins UBVRI bandpasses on threephotometri nights. Comparison and hek stars were standardized as follows:Star GSC RA (J2000) DEC V B � V U �B V �R R� Iomp. 3530-02670 18:31:06.40 +46:55:52.7 11.919 1.126 1.007 0.588 0.518hek 3530-02617 18:31:02.86 +46:58:15.8 12.164 0.974 0.642 0.519 0.466
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with magnitude and olor errors less than 0:m01. More omplete photometri informationabout all stars within 5 armin of the variable an be found in Henden (2000). Usingthese stars, the magnitude and olors of LD345 for the three nights were:HJD� 2400000 V B � V U � B V �R R� I51722.7493 11.748 1.611 . . . 0.924 1.16251727.8363 11.790 1.595 1.858 0.962 1.13051728.7805 11.783 1.610 1.866 0.957 1.137with errors again less than 0.01mag.

Figure 1. LD345 Photographi Light Curve
Figure 1 shows the photographi light urve from 1905 to 2000. For onsisteny andto improve the shape of the deline, the photovisual (yellow) magnitudes and limits wereapproximately onverted to photographi (blue) values by adding the mean (B{V) olorof the variable as given above. The data suggests the star may be variable at maximumon the order of perhaps a few tenths of a magnitude. Evident in the light urve is theabsene of additional minima. If, in fat, the deline were the result of an elipse by aompanion, based upon the available photographi reord the period would be very longindeed. Assuming that the minima our at equal intervals the period annot be shorterthan 17200 days, nearly twie that of Epsilon Aurigae. Minima ould have ourred duringthe gaps in photographi overage, from 1908 to 1927, and 1953 to 1966, but in that asethe delines would our at irregular intervals. The photographi reord does not seemto support the lassi�ation of LD 345 as an elipsing binary, but is more harateristiof the symbioti stars whih an remain at maximum light for deades. On the otherhand, the photometri olors are similar to a typial M0III star, but atypial for RCB orsymbioti stars.
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In spite of the photographi and photometri observations presented in this report thelassi�ation of LD 345 remains unertain. We hope that others will study this interestingstar. AAVSO and VSnet observers have already begun visual monitoring programs. Thisis important if a future deline ours. It would be valuable to searh other arhivalplate olletions for additional minima and to better de�ne the light urve that we havepresented here. Most importantly, spetrosopy is needed to reveal the properties of LD345.We would like to thank Lennart Dahlmark for allowing us to use his observationsin this report. Guilbault and Hager would like to express their gratitude to Dr. MarthaHazen, Curator of the Harvard College Observatory Astronomial Photograph Colletion,for allowing them aess to this valuable resoure. We also wish to thank MargaretaWestlund who sent us her very reent visual observations of LD 345. We are gratefulto Vitaly Goranskij of the SAI and Marvin Baldwin, Chairman of the Elipsing BinaryCommittee of the AAVSO for their help in the preparation of this report.
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